
FUMC ESL 8-16-2010 Adverb Clauses

Adverbs are words that tell something about verbs. EX: Today we will go to school. “Today” is the 
adverb telling when. Adverb phrases usually have a preposition and an adverb. EX: On Friday, we 
will miss school. “On Friday” is an adverb phrase telling when you will miss. Adverb clauses are 
longer, but they still tell something about the verb. EX: Before I went home, I told the teacher I was 
leaving. “Before I went home” is an adverb clause that tells when you told.

Choose the correct answer.

1-___ the TOEFL with a score of 550, he will be admitted into the university.
a. Now that he passes
b. That he has passed
c. Now, he has passed
d. Now that he has passed

2-Since July 4th is a holiday, ___ have to go to work.
a. so we do not
b. we do not
c. as a result, we do not
d. thus, we do not

3-Yousef went back to Saudi Arabia ___ to take care of some business in his company.
a. and he needed
b. because he needed
c. which he needed
d. because he need

4-___, he will return back to the United States to study English.
a. Had Yousef taken care of his business in Saudi Arabia
b. Now that Yousef has taken care his business in Saudi Arabia
c. Now that Yousef has taken care of his business in Saudi Arabia
d. Yousef has taken care of his business in Saudi Arabia but

5-___ have to work today, we should go to Laguna Beach.
a. For we do not
b. We do not
c. Since we do not
d. Since we do no

6-Fabiana will not go to work today ___ a bit ill.
a. , she is
b. because she
c. because she is
d. which is she is



7-___, the temperature should begin dropping.
a. Now that the sun setting
b. Now that the sun set
c. The sun setting
d. Now that the sun has set

8-___ Asian economic crisis, it has been very hard for Kim to pay her bills.
a. The
b. Because the
c. Since the
d. Since

9-___ over, I am ready to enter the job market.
a. Now that my university studies have been
b. Now, that my university studies are
c. Now that my university studies were
d. My university studies are

10-He hasn't lifted any weights ___ his right arm.
a. since he injures
b. since he injured
c. since he injure
d. , he injured

These sentences all begin with adverb clauses.  Write a phrase that completes the sentence. The 
first one is done for you. (Teachers, go around the circle having each student give an answer.

When it rains,...[I love to stay at home and read]
Since it rained,...
As soon as the rain started,...
Whenever it rains,...
As soon as I get my green card,...
Before I go there, ...
Next time you go there,...
After my surgery, ...
When my son finally arrived, ...
While living in the U.S., ...
When my daughter fell asleep,...
When you come to visit next time, ...
Before my family came to visit, ...
Since I started working, ...
Every time the baby cries,...
Last time I went to class,...
Even though it was expensive,...
____________________________, since she was a little girl.
____________________________, every time I see her.
Please do not talk while...
As he entered the room,...
When we heard the news,...




